Smart Home
CCTV
Protect what matters
The Smart Home CCTV cameras give you the peace of
mind that your home is securely protected by allowing
you to check in when you’re out. Live viewing with full
HD 1080 for detailed footage, motion detection and
enhanced night vision for clear images, even in poor
weather conditions, all accessible through the Yale View
App, It’s everything you need to protect what matters.

Total peace of mind
Live viewing with full HD 1080 for
detailed footage and motion detection
alerts through the Yale View App.

Never miss a moment
The intelligent detection will trigger
recording when an event is detected
allowing you to see the footage thanks
to the app playback function.

Customisable Detection Area
(Image Masking)
Ensures you only get alerted when
activity happens in a specific area in
front of the camera.

Rain or shine, day or night
20m night vision activates
automatically in the dark, giving you
full visibility around the clock, even in
poor weather conditions anywhere
via your smartphone or tablet.

The smarter way to protect your home.

App controlled
The Yale View App gives you control of your CCTV Camera and enables you to view live stream of your home from
anywhere via your smartphone or tablet (WiFi or 3G/4G connection required).

Live viewing

Customisable detection area
(Image Masking)

Intelligent search and
detection

Camera Range Overview

Resolution
Intelligent motion
detection
App enabled

Smart Home
CCTV Kit
SV-4C-2ABFX-2

Smart Home
CCTV Kit
SV-4C-2ABFX

Smart Home
CCTV XL Kit
SV-4C-4ABFX-2

Smart Home
CCTV XL Kit
SV-8C-4ABFX

Smart Home CCTV
Accessory Camera
SV-ABFX-W-2

Wifi Outdoor
Camera
SV-DB4MX-B

CCTV Dome
Camera
SV-ADFX-W

Smart Home Wifi
Camera CCTV Kit
SV-4C-2DB4MX
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Total camera capacity

Up to 4 wired
+ 2 WiFi cameras
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Up to 4 wired
+ 2 WiFi cameras
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Number of cameras

DVR Hard Drive
Weatherproof
Night vision
Live viewing
Intelligent search

Works with Yale
Stand alone or working together, you choose
the products to suit you and your home.
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The smarter way to protect your home.

